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this is a really great game. it's one of the best rpgs i've ever played, and i've played dozens. the storyline is very well crafted, with a few twists and turns to keep you on your toes. the characters are interesting and realistic, and the world is beautifully designed. it has some amazing dungeons and intense boss battles, though the
latter will bore some people. personally, i think the dungeons are a bit easy, though, and some of the boss battles are a bit dull. it is a bit easy to miss all the sidequests as well. despite all of these points, i thought it was worth it to play final fantasy xii. it's not a perfect game, but it certainly isn't bad either. i really enjoyed the

story, and i think it's a great improvement over previous final fantasy games. the game world is beautiful and filled with things to do, and it's fun to explore. there are plenty of characters to talk to and sidequest to do, and the difficulty level is pretty easy. if you're looking for a really good, fun final fantasy game, final fantasy xii is
a really good choice. if you're a fan of the series, or just a jrpg fan, this is a great game. i would definitely recommend this game to anyone who enjoys the final fantasy series. (not only are there other final fantasy games out there, but there are also a bunch of good jrpgs out there as well.) if you want a really well made, original
final fantasy game with a great story and a pretty good gameplay, you're going to be really pleased with final fantasy xii. the ps2 version of the game will run pretty well on the latest playstation 2 console. if you have a ps2, i would recommend picking up a copy of this game. if you're a fan of the final fantasy series, and you don't

mind the game being a bit on the short side, i'd definitely recommend this game. i thought it was worth playing, and i think it's a really good game.
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FINAL FANTASY XIII had a terrible start. Not a single episode achieved me to be any kind of a hype since I knew about it's being a plot break away from series' norm. The game introduced a strange system called Active Time Battle, where battles are decided by time limit instead of skill. This saw a lot of games copying APB style
mechanics. In FFXIII we were faced with a littile problem that I can't remember how to fix. The battle system is so nonsensical, people who don't like it would be amazed by the overwhelming amount of think which can go wrong. The game could have been an attention getter like NES's games, but instead it has no fight be a good

part-Nuance to the game. The game does not have any kind of luster, but if we all have to play a potentially awkward battle system it might be worth it. Also, the cast is boring and dull. The characters are either dumb, or all pretty; no combo of the two. FINAL FANTASY XIII IS WATCHED WITH REBUKE. This is a homage to Final
Fantasy XV an actual game which was rumored to have been created in collaboration with Final Fantasy XIII's director. It's content is a little more funny, and the voice acting is pretty good considering it's mostly the game's' solo. I would be grateful if you do not post any spoilers about the game! As of Final Fantasy XIII I have

always been a fan of Final Fantasy games. I loved the story and graphics. On top of that I preferred the story to Final Fantasy VII which is the game that started the series. Final Fantasy XIII on the PSP was not a Final Fantasy game, it was more like a Final Fantasy spin-off, with Final Fantasy VII like graphics and concepts in it. The
story was quite simple; Lightning has the power to create storms and was the only one who could control her power. All the characters and settings are similar to Final Fantasy VII, with added elements of the third game. Unlike Final Fantasy VII, Lightning's power is not so powerful but it isn't weak. The ending of Final Fantasy XIII is

too simple for a video game ending. It seems like it's a plot device to bring in XIII-2. And XIII-2, unlike XIII, doesn't add anything new to the story. Despite being far from a Final Fantasy game, it's still a good game. 5ec8ef588b
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